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As part of the Chinese state’s genocidal persecution of
Uyghurs and other Muslim-majority ethnic groups from
East Turkestan (Xinjiang), tens or hundreds of thousands
of people are conscripted into factory work across China.
These factories have been linked to the supply chains of
corporate capitalist giants like Apple, Zara and Nike.
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We demand these businesses investigate their supply
chains and cut ties with suppliers using forced labour, as
set out by the pledge at enduyghurforcedlabour.org.
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We demand laws forcing big businesses to pay for full
investigations of their supply chains. Results must be
public, and they must cut ties to forced labour
worldwide.
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To the staff working in these stores - our employers are
proﬁting from human rights abuses just like they proﬁt
from our low wages & insecure contracts. But they can't
make a penny without us. Join a union, organise your
workplace, and they'll have no choice but to listen to us.
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The Uyghur Solidarity Campaign UK brings together
solidarity in the workers’ movement for the Uyghur
people’s struggle for freedom. Find out more:
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